Material World

Quentin Cooper : (In hushed tones,whilst an abstract musical piece plays) Hello,apologies for any confusion but unusually this week we're not in the studio and we're not live,although this is,it's called "Confusion" - the vocals are provided by Najeeb Suradi and the music is from composer Michel Voisvis(?) who's chosen instrument is one of his own devising - "the hands" - and electronic device which is...well it's like two chunky oven gloves and as he moves his arms and changes the angle of them it affects the sound he makes. It's very impressive,it's a sort of cross between a traffic policeman and a conductor. 
This is the opening concert for NIME the first international conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, which is being held in Dublin,and it's exploring the shape and sound of music and musical instruments of the near future and after a bit more hands on experience from Michel I'll be talking to it's organiser.

Well it's not the morning after the concert -and event during which I had plentiful evidence that science and technology have risen to the challenge or if you prefer the plea made by composer Edgar Varez in 1916 "We need new instruments very badly". There were photosonic disks that used a variable light source over a spinning pattern of lines to make sounds,various computers looping and manipulating live music,and guitars with new kinds of pick up.
NIME is being held at the impressively cavernous hop store for the old Guiness brewery in Dublin,now home of the new media lab Europe,and it's co -organisers are Sheilagh O'Moran,head of the labs palpable machines group and Joe Paradiso,head of the responsive environments group at the MIT media lab in Massachussets.
Joe if I can start with you,you know can you give us a quick brief history of electronic instruments?

[See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/synth1.html]

Joe Paradiso : Sure.Electronic Music Instruments have been around only in the very recent past.We're talking instruments 150 years,and that's an over statement,I mean that's the first possible sounds made with electricity - so they haven't had too much time to evolve and the other thing that's happened is that the following Moore's law because of the word "electronic".

[See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/chess.html & world35.rtf]

And that's an exponential that we all know is impacting life in many ways....

Quentin Cooper :  This is about processor power doubling every 2 years?

Joe Paradiso : ....yes,yes,processor power doubling every year. We've seen it happen in the personal computing world,so many computers are used for other things,in musical instruments it's the same kind of curve we're on,so the field is getting thrown into revolution every so many years. It's really amazing the way it's changing so much...and if you look at the field,I mean even if you go way back to the first controllers that they were building down around the turn of the century,all of the controllers,pretty much that they were making were about articulation,about controlling the nuances of a sound.
There are a few reasons I think,one is that they didn't know what a controller was going to be that was successful - so trying everything out - a lot of experimentation,a lot of activity,and then it kind of settled into  the Hammond Organ manual.. I mean you can do a lot with an organ,it's a nice controller,but it really is a switch keyboard, I mean....

Quentin Cooper :  You mean it's a note or not a note?

Joe Paradiso :  Yeah a note or not a note.

Quentin Cooper :   There's not much room for the individual to ...

Joe Paradiso :  A few other things you maybe...a few other things you can do to maybe pull it around [Like sticking knives into it in Keith Emerson's case],but I mean it was a keyboard switch type interface.

[Modern MIDI keyboards have 8 parameters of control - plus the ability to add to the number of parameters via System X - LB]

And even in the days of synthesisers the large modulars were amazing,I mean you had knobs all over the place, you could put your hand on any sound, a lot of control,but then it evolved down to the MINI Moog,I mean a simple little keyboard,two wheels and a few knobs and that's what people thought a synthesiser was,so it was a simplified thing that became commodity.
And even now,we still see a keyboard with those wheels,when people think of a synthesiser,an electronic music controller,they think of that for the most part. The big change that's happened recently I think that's throwing it completely into revolution,is the way the computer takes over the synthesiser and in addition gets smart enough to do real time mapping.So it makes real time sound generation many many parameters of control.
Perry Cook was just talking yesterday from Princeton about a model he built based on  human voice for music that had about 40-50 parameters,so you have....you can get into any kind of intricacy of a sound with machines now, because they are doing the calculation,you can get right at the parameters.

Quentin Cooper :  Sheilagh ,  I think Joe there has thrown in so many parameters possibilities,sense of excitement that I'm not quite sure I can quite keep up here-but I get the sense of a field that you know has only been going for 150 years,but that's a kind of tumult of activity,all sorts of possibilities,all sorts of thing being done,how do you kind of reign that in and make a conference where A) You can cover it and B) Something useful can come out of it?

Sheilagh O'Moran : Well  think the starting point for this conference is to say we have the new interfaces,now let's do the musical expression bit,let's find where the person and the machine connect,and really look at the issues around how you make the most of human expressive capability.
In traditional instruments like the violin,your movement is very much part of the whole way that the sound is made on the instrument,so you pull a bow across a string,and that pulling action causes the sound to be made.

[Ref: New Applications of Mathematics Ch9 "Vibrations:Tuning Forks and Train Wheels,Squealing Brakes and Violins"]

So your physical action and what comes out in the instrument are so tightly coupled that your knowledge of how to play the instrument is very much in terms of physical gestures.
Now once you start separating how you interact with the instrument from the way the sound is produced,then you open up this space that Joe talks about,which you then have to be able to boil down into salient,what we call parameters,or things that are important about the sound that you need to control.

Quentin Cooper :  So just to boil this down to the very raw stuff,we're talking about interfaces in the sense of you've got the human being and you've got the music and the interface is that which is anything between them?

Sheilagh O'Moran : Exactly.So for instance we have a session going on at the moment called body-based controllers which looks at everything from interfaces which are in your mouth to interfaces that are on your skin,and this is ..it's like the most intimate version of the interfaces. 
Then there's a whole session on gestural controllers,where you're your not actually in physical contact with the instrument at all,and those two have very ,very different problems,different ways of solving those problems,but at the back of all of them is this knowledge that we need to now stop being impressed by the technology and actually get to the point of making the technology useful for the musician.

Quentin Cooper : And it's also perhaps, as I understand it ,there are two different things we want from a lot of our musicians,we want the music,which may well exist completely out of a physical dimension except sound,and then there is the performance and that's where you can make these amazing sounds but if on stage they just turn up and hit one key then you're pretty bored.

Joe Paradiso :  It's spectacle,I mean when you go on stage you're modern shamen in some sense,you're really going to be in front of people,and they've got to be at some level intrigued,so you want these instruments to look cool or the way you use them to look engaging and interesting ideally,and the way I look at it is you really have to have people smell the digital sweat.

[All this machinery making modern music can still be open hearted - RUSH " Spirit of the Radio"]

I mean you've got to see the person pushing the instrument to the edge,at least for part of the show,there's got to be something like a solo,you've got to strip the electronics out and just have a mapping that's immediate,you know they're pushing it,you know they're in control,they're expressing through it,and there's some theatre there.
One thing I talked about a bit too,is a laptop performance...I want to talk about that earlier today as well,and that is a trend we're in ,now you can map anything onto your laptop,you have the mouse, you have the keypad and stuff like that,and you can do wonderful music with it. How do you actually make that intriguing for a whole group of people? And one way that people have been looking at is to do kind of an almost a game based interface,where you have an interesting screen,and there's some graphics system you're manipulating in a very interesting way and whatever's making the graphics is also making the sound and you can project the graphics up.
So you're just seeing....their hitting a keyboard,but you look on the screen and there's this amazing stuff going on that you're controlling and you hear it as well as see it.

Quentin Cooper :   So it's kind of blurring the distinction between the technology and instrument and between the aural and the visual...

Joe Paradiso :   Yes,yes...it's a media instrument.

Quentin Cooper :  ...so in the end we just have something sensory given to us by a performer,by whatever means?

Joe Paradiso :   Yes,yes,yes,yes.

Sheilagh O'Moran :  But it's also blurring the distinction between the composer and the performer [and perhaps who the audience is -LB] and the instrument builder and the composer because now,your instrument is almost an expression of your musical idea and that whole area becomes very fluid,where does one role end? Is there more than one role anymore?

Quentin Cooper :  Right so rather than going...how...okay I've got...this is the instrument I play,what sounds can I make? I'll push it to the limit,what sounds do I want to make,so I need to compose the instrument before I compose the music?
[That's exactly what is happening in the software market - LB]

Sheilagh O'Moran :  Or in tandem with your composition of the music. It's something Wagner always wanted to be able to do incidentally,and he did in some of his operas,he made instruments to do...to create the sounds that he wanted,but if Wagner had lived today he would have just had an amazing time.

Quentin Cooper :  Joe Paradiso,Sheilagh O'Moran,many thanks it's about time we interfaced directly with some music on new instruments and using new interfaces.Part of the new or NIME conference are all sorts of demos,titles include the virtual  bowron (?),explorations of two person instruments and cutaneous grooves,composing for the sense of touch,and there are also various concerts,and the one I was at last night included on the bill that situated trio.

(Trio plays)

That was that situated trio recorded last night,one slightly modified guitar and two specially created computer instruments grabbing and changing sounds as they're played and that situated trio are now situated around me, David,Matt and John,are all from the University of California in Berkeley,can you introduce yourselves and your scientific backgrounds?
David if I can start with you?

David Wessel : Yes. David Wessel and I'm a professor in the music department there and direct the centre for new music and audio technologies and media research and new instrumentation for music.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay,Matt...

Matt Wright : I'm also at the centre for new music and audio technologies....

Quentin Cooper :    ..and what have we just heard you playing?

Matt Wright :  That instrument that I was playing is a computer-based instrument of my own design. The main interface that I was actually physically interacting with the most is waccam (?) digitising tablet,a commercially available 2 dimensional surface and as I move the pen around on different regions of that surface,different kinds of sounds and effects that I've programmed in take effect.

Quentin Cooper :   So is this ..it's not one movement equals one particular sound,admittedly you have to pre program everything so it's only going to respond exactly as you know it's going to...

Matt Wright :  Different kinds of movements can make one sound,I mean there's a certain kind of I think very expressive part of the instrument where sort of  every little fine nuance of how I move the pen has some effect on the control,whereas other parts of the tablet might set some process in motion that'll just keep going by itself until I come back to it.

John Shot : I would add just that David and Matt are both also extraordinary musicians on traditional instruments.

Quentin Cooper :   John,you've just spoken up there,so you'd better give yourself your full name rank and serial number.

John Shot : Okay,well my name is John Shard and I'm an independent composer and guitarist,improviser,who's been working to design ways of processing,and transforming and extending the capabilities of the guitar.

Quentin Cooper :   But we've had quite a few years now of the guitar...

John Shot :  Yes.

Quentin Cooper :    ..and even quite a few decades of the electric guitar and the guitar with little interesting pedals attached to it...

John Shot :  Right.

Quentin Cooper :   ..so I've not seen any particular sign that we're running out of sounds are we?

[The point is that various traditional interfaces are exploited by traditional musicians and in order to allow them access to synthesisers sounds the interfaces - such as the Synthaxe and other MIDI controllers - have allowed guitarists amongst others to be involved in the progressing technology - indeed I have the prototype of a guitar interface half built - an attempt to create an alternative to the piano keyboard,modern controllers are expanding the range of possible parameters because computer software can create alternative parameters other than pitch and timbre etc and so the control over the finer nuances is greater in that sense than any traditional instrument - finding  a virtuoso performer who can exploit it is another thing - as far as that AND spectacle is concerned  - it's hard to beat Jean Michel Jarre - though I suspect many modern rave scenes and electro-pop concerts are good runners up - even so the tendency to modify or enhance equipment seems limited to those who have a hand in both music AND electronics. Guitarists Robert Fripp,Brian May and Les Paul come to mind as people who have pioneered add ons and electronics to enhance guitars -LB]

John Shot :  Well,for myself,my emphasis or trajectory is less to create what guitarists would call "stomp boxes" or processing things,as trying to come up with more musically driven results that extend and enhance the pitch information,the rhythm information and the extent to which David and I,and Matt and I can speak to each other via the computer,musically.

Quentin Cooper :  But aren't you almost...it sounds like you're almost trying to digitise and quantify that which musicians normally do by intuition,you know the kind of idea of "grooves" and kind of learning off each other and picking up on subtle gestures that musicians give when they're in a band together?

John Shot :   You say that like it's a bad thing! (laughter) No,but that is the ...that's the starting place.

Quentin Cooper :  I suppose what I'm...I'm not saying it's a bad thing,but I'm saying if musicians already do it- even if they're in a you know a three-piece band on a budget of five pounds ten,why would they need a load of computers to help them do it moreso?

David Wessel :  I'm really interested in the idea of  having a kind of listening assistant,a performing assistant,so in my own work I use algorithms to generate lots of material,but I want to shape those in real time,and I want my algorithms to be guided by the things that are happening around me.

[There are in existence computer systems that "listen" to what is being played and spark off that to generate other notes and sequences on a real time basis - and so the software is in effect another performer - generating truly new music and the point of performance,albeit guided by a human player - rather like a sophisticated version of "auto accompaniment" on a keyboard - the algorithm invents structures that fit with what is being played.
Algorithmic musics also make use of mathematical systems such as fractals (see members.aol.com/templarseries/fractals.html) to generate music that can be jump off points for musical ideas - the trick is not to reject anything and have as wide a palette as possible in terms of ideas- LB]

So I like to have the computer assist in this listening process,when John's playing I want to know what pitches he's playing. I like to then base my ..the material I'm working with in his "zone" so to speak .

Quentin Cooper : Isn't there often..? Musicians are sort of driven by the limitations of their instrument,you know they're pushed into creativity because you can only get,you know somebody else thinks you can only get these sounds out of a guitar and then along comes a jazz guitarist or a Jimmy Hendrix or whoever it is and goes "Actually you can get this" - suddenly you've got instruments where you can do an amazing number of things and maybe that's a bit almost daunting for the musician.

John Shot :   Certainly the computer is a kind of a blank slate in many respects. I mean it's capable of so many things and ..but you have to tell it what to do,and for me as a composer with very little computer knowledge coming into this,I think this is the hardest project I've ever been involved with

Matt Wright : I very much agree with John,that the computer's a blank slate and you go in and you're like "Oh my God what am I going to make this do? What kind of sounds do I want to make? What kind of gestures do I want to make?" there's just so many questions and certainly for myself you have to just say "Okay well I'm done designing the instrument,this is what it can do,and now I'm going to learn how to play it",a lot of times with computers the tendency is like,you know your playing along and then there's something,some kind of sound that you wish you could hear that you haven't  programmed in and like,you want to stop and like go off and program a little bit more and add a new feature and then go back and play it. At some point,you just have to just put an end to that and say "Okay that's it,this is my instrument,at least for this concert,and I'm not going to make anymore features,I'm just going to get more expressive as a musician with it".

Quentin Cooper : I'm going to thank that situated trio who are David Wessell,Matthew Wright and John Shot,I should also say as well as performing they've been presenting their paper "Intimate musical control of computers with a variety of controllers and gesture mapping metaphors" and it's not many trios that'll be doing that at a conference and this is a bit more of the concert that we recorded from them last night.

[Concert plays]

On Monday on Radio3 there's another chance to hear the results of these new approaches to making music and this is one of those rare occasions when "another chance to hear" doesn't mean repeat. Todd Makover's "Toy Symphony" is being performed in Glasgow as part of the BBC's Music Live. Todd,professor of music and media at MIT in Massachussets is here with me to explain about it and how it involves children in the composing process,and also here is a key figure in the evolution of new instruments and interfaces,Perry Cook,professor of computer science and music at Princeton in New Jersey.
Todd you've a long history of taking technological innovation in music to a wider audience, at your talk yesterday you talked about we have a lot of instruments that are not quite right yet. Can you take me through a couple of examples of instruments that you've worked on,the kind of pros and cons,I'm thinking of things like the Hypercello that Yo-Yo Mar...

Todd Makover : Yeah,yeah,yeah I can unfortunately give you quite a lot of examples of instruments that aren't quite right,having tried this for a long time....

Quentin Cooper :  Go on,give up the goods!]

Todd Makover : Well the..yeah I'd say there are a few categories that I've been involved with. For instance with the professional instruments,you know here you are dealing with musicians who are incredibly well-skilled and masters of a particular instrument,so one thing I've always felt is that in that context whatever you build,you want to use as much as possible from what the person already knows how to do,and hopefully from what the instrument can actually do,and also I guess,musically,when I work that kind of musician,someone like Yo-Yo Mar on the cello or we're working with Joshua bell the violinist right now,I also like to let my imagination go as far as possible as to musically what....you know,how far can I push what I want to achieve? And quite honestly what usually happens in that context is that my musical imagination tends to outrun what a person can actually control through the instrument.

Quentin Cooper :  But in practical terms,so you know...you are Yo-Yo Mar,you've got a cello, you play it extremely well,now what does Yo-Yo Mar potentially and really gain from a hypercello?

Todd Makover : Well ideally what Yo-Yo Mar gains,is he may have some liberty knowing that in a certain section there are certain kinds of things he can control,but I mean the cello is a beautiful instrument,but it is a single line instrument,it is an instrument that has a particular tonal range,but it has an enormous expressive range,and one thing that is very possible to do is to start with a beautiful cello sound and then with certain emphasis or certain pressure on the bow or speed on the bow or perhaps a certain context,the cello can morph into something else,it can morph into a human voice it can morph into an electronic instrument.

[One of the examples I've heard of this is of a human voice morphing into bees buzzing and back again  something entirely practically possible on a PC,probably easy to accomplish - LB]

So one thing is a kind of tonal variety.Another thing is what I would call a harmonic variety,which is - it's possible to play a melodic line and depending on how you articulate it,to have that generate either other melodies and counterpoint to it,or to generate a harmony,that otherwise you'd need an orchestra.

[A sophisticated version of the simple "Harmony generators" that fix and lock onto a sub harmonic of the fundamental pitch - I have such a unit - the computer version can lock and track various portions of the sound signal generating more than one fixed pitch tracking - or a dynamic alteration of which pitch it tracks - thus creating pseudo melodies -LB]

But it would be a kind of harmony that is very connected to the music playing and the way you are playing it.


Perry Cook : I think one of the things that the expert performers get out of it  - I don't want to say they're bored,but they have been playing the same instrument for a long long time,they do new music - a lot of them do,but you give them new areas of their brain to excite with the same instrument -as I say,you're hinging on the existing virtuosic skills and things like that,they can always return back to that and play with a symphony the next night.

[Exactly - it's an enhancement to the existing instrument and player -LB]

But a lot of them really delight in this ability to play their instrument in this new way,is sort of a way of viewing it.

Quentin Cooper :  But why though haven't we had our Newport Jazz Festival moment here you know,where your Bob Dylan equivalent says "Well it's great,I'm fine on this instrument here the acoustic guitar but hey listen to me with the electric"?

[Some performers have already done that,but not gained public acclaim doing it - Steve Hackett plays acoustic guitar as a virtuoso classic player but also rocks and kicks ass with guitar synths,there are others. The techniques explored here are only just coming to be exploited - LB]

Todd Makover :  Yeah,yeah it's a good point,I think the honest answer is that the instruments probably aren't good enough yet,because of the various limitations,the instruments that we build,they're pretty darn good,but they still are not quite as responsive and as subtle as you want,every time you....it's not as controllable,it's just not quite right yet.
Part of it is practicality,I mean the very first time I talked to Yo-Yo Mar I just literally asked him,you know what would it take you to leave your  Stradivarius at home and bring this on your gigs,exactly that,you know,play my music,play Bach,play anything. His answer was very practical,he said "When it's easier for me to travel with this I'll do it." You know travelling with a  Stradivarius actually isn't all that easy,I mean you need an extra seat,you have to be very careful,Yo-Yo had this famous incident last year where he actually left his Stradivarius  in the trunk of a taxi cab in New York....

Quentin Cooper :   Doh!

Todd Makover :  ...erm yep Doh! Unfortunately travelling with a hypercello now,the hardware is not very robust it does break rather easily,you certainly need a good sound engineer,you probably need someone who knows enough about the hardware that if something gets bent or snapped they can fix it. These are not made by professional companies,these are maybe prototypes,but you know they're kind of one-offs or two-offs....

Perry Cook : Two-offs because you carry a spare!

Todd Makover :  Because you carry a spare...for smart...! So  part of it is practical. I think actually one of the real questions going forward,and I don't have an answer for it,is whether in fact there will develop a kind of family of standardised interfaces and kinds of designs and kinds of interactions that tend to emerge or are there so many possibilities that this will remain a kind of individual you know,is part of the composition going to be the design of the interface and the performance going forward and I think the verdicts out on that one.

Quentin Cooper :  Yeah you mean,whether or not we have something that is like a saxaphone that a band may or may not have as opposed to something a  whole range of different things that would be used here, there,now and again by whoever?

Todd Makover :  Right,and there's a PerryCookophone a ToddMakoverphone,and each piece might have its.....

Perry Cook : Right,right,or if each ....yeah the current state is that each piece is unique. Very often now we're in an interesting time where a lot of these things,the performer is the creator is the composer is the...is everything, because we're in this nice time when we can build our own interfaces..

Quentin Cooper : You don't have a hyperviolin or even a PerryCookophone with you,but I think you have got one example of some..an instrument you've created?

Perry Cook : Yes it's sort of interactive,it's sort of based on the idea that we really try to look inside sound production,it's the idea of really looking at physics and using that as a motivation...physics of sound and using that as a motivation for the interface,and so a lot of the things that I have been working with lately have to do with particle models,if you know anything about that,it might have to so with planetary motion or smoke,or...

[See the N-body problem members.fortunecity.com/templarser/solarsys.html and Brownian Motion - qfront.html]

Quentin Cooper :  Brownian Motion comes to mind,yes that's right. - [It came to mine also Quent -LB]

Perry Cook :  ..something like brownian motion and things,but there are lots of particulate sound production processes like in the orchestra the Maraca and the Tambourine,you  can think of a Tambourine as a bunch of little cymbals,they're all tied onto this shell,and when you shake it,the particles interact,but also when you scrape your fingers across a grainy table top,the fingernails catching and releasing is a particle ...a statistical [Another place where SIGMA is pertinent,not just political history,linear regression gets everywhere -LB]  likelihood that in your fingernail at any time will catch the grain and click,make a little click,and so those are really related processes even though you wouldn't think is,and so I've been sort of modelling those in the computer,and so there's an algorithm running right now that's a little Maraca model...

[Model plays Maraca sound]

Quentin Cooper :   I should say what you're holding is ..it looks about the size of a pack of playing cards,but with 5 knobs and 5 buttons on it.

Perry Cook :   5 knobs,5 buttons a fore sensor so when I shake it,it dies quickly...

Quentin Cooper :   You're physically shaking it,but it's not making the noise,the noise is coming out of the speaker of your laptop.

Perry Cook :  The noise is coming out of the speaker,my shaking is being picked up by an accelerometer,which is the... one of the same circuits that helps fire the airbag in car when you stop suddenly,and that's where the sensor comes from,and so as I shake it,it pumps energy into this particle system and as I said,the same kind of model as a Tambourine (mimics Tambourine),or sleigh bell (mimics) or wind chimes (mimics),so I'm doing wind chimes right now,there's little particles in here,I'm pumping energy into them.

Quentin Cooper :   Of course this is where it gets into the interesting realms of the ...you know up till now you think "Okay well okay,well why not just have a Maraca and a Wind chime.."...

Perry Cook :   Right.

Quentin Cooper :   ...of course what you can't have is a bunch of Wind chimes inside a Maraca,which is the noise you've just...

Perry Cook :  ..or tunable on the fly,you could actually dynamically swap out chorded Wind chimes,or in this case I can change...here's a Maraca with a couple of beans,and here's one..

Todd Makover :   Full of beans!

Perry Cook :   Tons of...full of beans,and change that on the fly...and not that that's you know particularly a ....the motivation...and using this for as I said scraping sounds,really interesting granular interactions,if you were to walk across leaves,or something like that,and then also use these kinds of processes compositionally and so look at the idea that these beans,instead of banging together,might actually be notes,which could be fed to a score.

Quentin Cooper :    Now Todd,you're also trying to get music played,not just by professional musicians in new and interesting ways,but by amateur musicians,and indeed by children with no musical experience at all.

Todd Makover :   Yeah,I think that paradoxically one role technology has had in music in our culture is to make it both more ubiquitous and also more of a passive experience than it's ever been. There's music around everywhere,you listen to it whilst you're driving and whilst you're eating, but I think that so many people don't have any kind of active relationship with music,the statistics for people playing instruments is down in most Western countries,at least.

[See members.fortunecity.com/templarser/geogsong.html ]

So I have spent a lot of time trying to create environments for people who love music and are not professional musicians. We did a project several years ago called the Brain Opera [I recall that, I think it was covered on Radio4 or Tomorrow's World -LB] where we made a kind of orchestra of these instruments,put them in large rooms,it looked kind of like a music arcade,invited the audience in to try things,and then we put on a performance,where that same group heard a piece that was about 60% created ahead of time and about 40% taken from what they'd just done in the room. Since then,I've been very interested in,is there a different way to start children in music?

[Yes,we wouldn't want them taught the traditional way - they then lack experimental ideas and think they have to write "scores" for a fixed instrumentation - it's WAY too rigid a mindset -LB]

And perhaps to create a set of activities in parallel,with regular musical training [Yes don't throw the baby out with the bathwater -LB]. So we've developed a set of what we call music toys,each of which is designed to touch a different aspect of music and each of them are not difficult to start out with,and they allow kids to jump in and do something interesting in music right away,so some of them are called "beat bugs" these are rhythm instruments,you hold them in one hand and manipulate them with the other hand [I think those are what I saw on TV- looking rather like giant PC mice -LB],they're plastic,sort of translucent plastic,they have lights inside,but there's a little computer inside,so it also listens to what you're playing,and it can adjust it in various ways. One thing it does...it's designed for you to make up a short pattern,and then it will memorise it and play it back,so if I do [Claps rhythm] it will take that and play back [Vocalises sounds in same rhythm] then it has two antennae like bug antennas which are metal bend sensors [It IS the thing I saw on TV-LB] they're quite fun to bend,and program any way we want,but one of them is usually used to change the sound quality,so if I bend that it might sound like [Vocalises twanging like a wha-wha pedal],and the other one changes the rhythm,so as I change it the rhythm might become more complicated,so it might go [Vocalises rhythm with 16th beats and alternate phrasing],and they're all networked so that they have infra red in them and each one of these bugs can see another bug if there's one around you . So it's designed for a group of kids,5-10 to play together,so I can point my bug at one of my friends and give it a slap and my rhythm will jump over and land in the other person's bug and it's their turn to either erase it and do something else,or manipulate it. I can lock on and synchronise with it,I can pull somebody's element,somebody's sound into mine. We've basically made a set of games which help kids understand how rhythm works,how to make rhythm,and especially how to play ensemble,how to listen to other people,and remember musical fragments.

Quentin Cooper :     It's like rhythm trading cards,which is what kids all love to play in the playground,isn't it?!

 [They've taken what the "musicians" already know how to do - and exploited that -just as with the professional musicians skills on a traditional instrument - save that the "skill" is one not usually thought of as being musical - that's how an innovator works- exploiting ideas from other areas and taking them on INTO the camp in which they work - allowing people to exploit what they already know how to do -LB]
 
So they're kind of swapping these things back and forth and collecting sets and finding new patterns.

[Those are exactly what a mathematician does.Underlying all we do are basically the same strategies only specialised into a certain area - the reason maths becomes so ubiquitous in all other regimes is it's at the heart of everything we do - and exploits those basic strategies and principles -LB]

Todd Makover :  Yeah,yeah,and the great thing about music is that...I like trial.. I played with trading cards when I was a kid,but even better than trading cards,in music,you're actually in there...you're in the middle of the experience, moving to the rhythm and hearing it and getting ready,it's something that happens in time,you're right there,it's a wonderful thing,and so we have a variety of these,some are called "shapers",which are made out of fabric and you can twist and pull them and the actual fabric itself measures the electricity in your fingers,we wanted something that was very visceral and actually kind of robust,so you can tickle it,but you can also twist the heck out of it...and so ..yeah.

Quentin Cooper :      And how does all this feed into this Toy Symphony that we will be hearing on Radio 3 on Monday?

Todd Makover :  Yeah,so the idea was to make set of instruments and then to work with symphony orchestras around the world,one of the important things is we have something called "Hyperscore" which is a painting and drawing based computer program,which lets children with no musical background compose their own pieces,which to me is the most important thing,make your own music.

[The thing is as with the advent of many technological devices -everyone being a musician doesn't necessarily mean more music is made - often the result is cacophony because people have not been trained in the formal ideas behind musical structure or the physics of sound and just think "anything goes" (as it were) - whilst in the spirit of free form invention it is a benefit to let people into something who are not the "elite" and allow experimentation - the rules exist,because there IS an actual physical basis for why things sound pleasing and why they do not - not understanding that means that the results of many trials by individuals with "no musical background" are likely to be offensive to the ear - indeed the results often sound like the results of someone who has no idea of FM sound generation and carriers and modulators trying to make a Yamaha DX7 sound pleasing! -LB]

Then we put on a concert with the professional orchestra,where it's a combination of pieces  - the beginning piece and the last piece are pieces that I wrote,and two or three pieces on each programme are written by the children in that town,using this hyperscore software,that they draw and paint,listen to,get the pieces they want and we push a button and then the music gets written out for a traditional orchestra.

Quentin Cooper :       Well perhaps some of those children will grow up finding new ways to use these instruments of yours that you haven't even dreamed of.
Professors Tod Makover and Perry Cook thanks. I'm afraid NIME and tide wait for no man,so that's all from this Material World at the first international conference on new interfaces for musical expression in Dublin.
Next week,to borrow an album title from a pioneering electronic musician Brian Eno [He of APOLLO-one time of Roxy Music -LB] we enter another green world,we'll be talking to chemists leading a movement to refine oil refining,make pharmaceutical production less of an environmental headache,and usher in an era of relatively clean green chemistry,but we leave you for today with another burst of brain boggling music from last night's concert.

[It's intriguing to note that this music of 2002 sounds like the sort of thing Tangerine Dream were doing in 1960+ - so they were some 40 years ahead of their time. All of what is happening today owes it's heritage to Karlheinz Stockhausen and the experimentalists pioneering alternative views of music and scoring and manipulating "musique concrete" -LB]

See also circsync.html,midi.html,pcw1.html & algo.html @Fortunecity URL



















